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ON A RELATIVE FOURIER-MUKAI TRANSFORM ON
GENUS ONE FIBRATIONS
IGOR BURBAN AND BERND KREUSSLER
Abstract. We study relative Fourier-Mukai transforms on genus
one fibrations with section, allowing explicitly the total space of
the fibration to be singular and non-projective. Grothendieck du-
ality is used to prove a skew-commutativity relation between this
equivalence of categories and certain duality functors. We use our
results to explicitly construct examples of semi-stable sheaves on
degenerating families of elliptic curves.
1. Introduction
Mukai [25] introduced functors of the form Rπ2∗(P
L⊗ π∗1( · )) as an
efficient tool to study vector bundles on Abelian varieties. If such a
functor is an equivalence of derived categories, it is called a Fourier-
Mukai transform, whereas in general they are referred to as integral
transforms. Originally, they have been applied to study moduli prob-
lems on smooth projective varieties, not only on complex tori. This
seems to be natural in the light of Orlov’s theorem [26], which states
that any auto-equivalence of the bounded derived category of coherent
sheaves on a smooth projective variety X is a Fourier-Mukai transform.
More recently, in higher dimensional birational geometry, the point of
view was adopted that bounded derived categories of coherent sheaves
might provide the framework which is needed to understand the mini-
mal model programme. This is supported by results which show that, if
two threefolds are related by a flop, their derived categories of bounded
complexes of coherent sheaves are equivalent, see [9, 14, 22].
The minimal model programme naturally leads to the study of sin-
gular projective varieties. With the recent development in mind, this
generates a demand for the study of Fourier-Mukai transforms on sin-
gular varieties. However, not only Orlov’s representability theorem,
but most of the results concerning equivalences between derived cate-
gories of coherent sheaves are established in the smooth case only, see
[26]. The smoothness assumption enters the proofs in an essential way
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by using that any coherent sheaf has a finite locally free resolution and
a finite quasi-coherent injective resolution. Consequently, all the stan-
dard functors of Grothendieck are defined on and take values in the
bounded derived category of coherent sheaves. This is no longer true
on a singular variety. To deal with difficulties like these, we apply the
machinery which was developed in [20].
Using derived categories and Fourier-Mukai transforms, Chen [14]
studied flops on three-dimensional projective varieties with terminal
Gorenstein singularities. Using non-commutative algebra, similar re-
sults were proved in a more general setting by Van den Bergh [28].
Some general properties of integral transforms on singular varieties can
be found in Chen’s paper, but the main difficulties with singularities
are circumvented by embedding such a variety into a smooth four-
dimensional variety. Another method to circumvent these difficulties
was used by Kawamata [22].
On elliptically fibred smooth projective varieties, relative Fourier-
Mukai transforms have been applied successfully to the study of mod-
uli of vector bundles, see [7, 10, 30]. Caldararu [13] studied relative
Fourier-Mukai transforms on smooth elliptic threefolds and is forced to
use twisted sheaves, because he does not suppose the existence of a sec-
tion. Relative Fourier-Mukai transforms on elliptic fibrations are now
established as important tools in other areas as well, such as string
theory, where D-branes are studied [3, 16] and also in the study of
Calogero-Moser systems [5].
In this paper, we consider elliptic fibrations q : X → S with irre-
ducible fibres and with a section. We do not need to suppose X or
S to be either projective or smooth. Under these assumptions, we
show in Theorem 2.12 that a particular integral transform is an auto-
equivalence of derived categories of bounded (resp. bounded above)
complexes of coherent sheaves on X . This generalises [4], Theorem
2.8, [7], Theorem 5.3 and [10], Theorem 1.2.
Because we allow X to be singular, the requirement that the fibres
are irreducible is not too restrictive, at least in the two dimensional
case. Namely, if X → S is a smooth elliptic surface with a section, it
follows from Kodaira’s classification of singular elliptic fibres that the
components of a singular fibre, which are not met by the section, always
form a negative definite configuration. In fact, such a configuration can
be contracted to a rational double point.
Motivated by possible applications to mirror symmetry and inte-
grable systems, we look at this situation from the point of view of the
study of the degeneration of derived categories in families of smooth
elliptic curves. If the elliptic curve degenerates to a singular irreducible
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curve, the total space may be singular. Therefore, it is important to
allow the total space X to be singular. In the singular case, however,
it is difficult to prove that a given integral transform is an equivalence
of categories, because the methods of Bridgeland [8] and Bondal, Orlov
[6] do not apply. We overcome such difficulties by using a completely
different strategy which allows us to use results from our earlier paper
[12], in which the special case S = Spec(k) was studied.
The plan of this article is the following. We start Section 2 with re-
calling basic properties of the compactified relative Jacobian, following
Altman and Kleiman [1, 2]. Instead of using a Poincare´ sheaf on the
fibred product of the fibration q : X → S with its dual fibration, we
prefer to work onX×SX and give an explicit description of the sheaf P
which defines the integral transform. Of course, these two approaches
are equivalent. We give detailed proofs of some important properties of
P, versions of which can also be found in [4]. After proving a compat-
ibility property between relative Fourier-Mukai transforms and direct
image functors of closed embeddings, we show our main result in this
section, Theorem 2.12, which states that the relative Fourier-Mukai
transform with kernel P is an auto-equivalence of the derived category
of coherent sheaves on the total space X .
In Section 3 we derive a certain skew-commutativity of the relative
Fourier-Mukai transform FMP and the derived functor RHom( · ,L),
where L is a line bundle on X . If X is Gorenstein, this functor is a
dualising functor on X and we obtained a generalisation of Mukai’s
result [25], (3.8) as well as a more general form of our result [12],
Theorem 6.11.
In the final Section 4, we give two examples of flat families of coherent
sheaves on a singular fibration of cubics. In both examples, the general
fibre of the family is a semi-stable vector bundle on a smooth elliptic
curve. The degeneration on the singular fibre has an interesting semi-
stable direct summand. In one example it is a torsion free but not
locally free sheaf, whereas in the other example it is a vector bundle
which is not a twist of an Atiyah bundle.
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Notation. We fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero.
Throughout this paper we work in the category of k-schemes. Unless
otherwise stated, a point is always a closed point and a fibre means
a fibre over a closed point. If y ∈ Y is a point, we denote by k(y)
the residue field of y and consider it as a sheaf with support at y. A
morphism of schemes f : Y → T is said to have pure dimension n,
if dimOYt,y = n for all points y ∈ Y , where t = f(y) and Yt denotes
the fibre of f over t ∈ T . If Y and T are locally of finite type over k,
any morphism f : Y → T is locally of finite type. Such a morphism is
called Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein), if it is flat and all fibres are
Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein) schemes.
If X is a separated Noetherian scheme of finite dimension, we de-
note by Dcoh(X) the derived category of the category of complexes
of OX -modules whose cohomology sheaves are coherent. By D+coh(X),
D–coh(X), resp. D
b
coh(X) we denote the full subcategories of Dcoh(X)
which consist of those objects whose cohomology vanishes in suffi-
ciently negative degrees, resp. sufficiently positive degrees, resp. neg-
ative and positive degrees. Similarly, the notation Dqc(X), D
b
qc(X),
D+qc(X), D
–
qc(X) refers to quasi-coherent cohomology.
It is well-known that Dbcoh(X) is equivalent to the derived category
of the category of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves and similarly
for D–coh(X), see e.g. [21].
2. Relative Fourier-Mukai transforms
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.12, which shows that a
certain relative Fourier-Mukai transform is an equivalence of categories
in two ways:
FM−P : D
–
coh(X)→ D–coh(X) and FMbP : Dbcoh(X)→ Dbcoh(X).
In Remark 2.13, we explain how the techniques developed in [27, 23]
for unbounded complexes can be used to extend this result to obtain
equivalences
FM+P : D
+
coh(X)→ D+coh(X) and FMP : Dcoh(X)→ Dcoh(X).
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Our main result will be shown under the following assumptions:
(⋆)

S and X are reduced, connected and separated schemes;
S is of finite type over k;
q : X → S is a flat and projective k-morphism, whose fibres
are integral Gorenstein curves of arithmetic genus one;
there exists a section σ : S → X of q which factors through
the open set of points in X , at which q is smooth.
If these assumptions are satisfied, the image of the section σ is a Cartier
divisor Σ ⊂ X . These assumptions imply that S,X and X ×S X are
Noetherian and of finite dimension. By ∆ ⊂ X ×S X we denote the
diagonal and by I∆ its ideal sheaf. The diagonal embedding is denoted
δ : X → X ×S X .
The sheaf P on X ×S X , which is used in the definition of FMP , is
(1) P := I∆ ⊗ π∗1OX(Σ)⊗ π∗2OX(Σ).
The sheaf P is flat over both factors, because the diagonal has this
property and OX(Σ) is locally free.
We use the following notation. If q : X → S is a morphism of schemes
and s ∈ S, x ∈ X are points, the fibre of q over s is denoted by Xs and
its embedding into X by js : Xs ⊂ X . We denote the two projections
X ×S X → X by π1, π2 and the two projections Xs × Xs → Xs by
p1, p2. Furthermore, we abbreviate π := q ◦ π1 = q ◦ π2 : X ×S X → S.
The fibres of both projections π1 and π2 over x ∈ X are isomorphic
to Xq(x), so that we have two Cartesian squares:
X ×S X ψ2,x←−−− Xq(x) ψ1,x−−−→ X ×S X
pi2
y y ypi1
X
x←−−− Spec(k) x−−−→ X
In addition, we have π1 ◦ ψ2,x = π2 ◦ ψ1,x = jq(x). The morphisms ψν,x
coincide with the compositions
ψν,x : Xq(x) → Xq(x) ×Xq(x) → X ×S X,
where the first map embeds Xq(x) as the fibre of pν over x and the
second morphism is just jq(x)×jq(x). By Xs ∼= ∆s ⊂ Xs×Xs we denote
the diagonal and by I∆s its ideal sheaf.
Under the assumptions (⋆) we obtain for any s ∈ S:
(2) (js × js)∗P ∼= I∆s ⊗ p∗1OXs(σ(s))⊗ p∗2OXs(σ(s)).
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If s = q(x), this implies
(3) ψ∗1,xP ∼= ψ∗2,xP ∼= Ix ⊗OXs(σ(s)),
where Ix denotes the ideal sheaf of the point x in Xs = Xq(x). Because
σ(s) is smooth in its fibre Xs, as a special case we obtain
(4) ψ∗1,σ(s)P ∼= ψ∗2,σ(s)P ∼= OXs .
The following result is an immediate consequence of [1, Theorem 1.9].
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a scheme, which is locally of finite type over k,
f : Y → T a projective and flat morphism of schemes and P a T -flat
coherent sheaf on Y . Suppose ExtiYt(P(t),OYt) = 0 for all points t ∈ T
and all i > 0, where Yt ⊂ Y is the fibre of f over t and P(t) denotes
the restriction of P to Yt. Then, the following holds:
ExtiY (P,O) = 0 for i > 0 and P∨ is T -flat.
Furthermore, for any morphism g : T ′ → T there is an isomorphism
(1Y × g)∗(P∨) ∼= ((1Y × g)∗P)∨
on Y ×T T ′.
Corollary 2.2. Let f : Y → T be a projective and flat morphism of
schemes, with T locally of finite type over k. Suppose, f is a Gorenstein
morphism of pure dimension one and P is a T -flat coherent sheaf on
Y such that for any point t ∈ T the restriction P(t) of P to the fibre
Yt is torsion free. Then, the following holds:
ExtiY (P,O) = 0 for i > 0 and P∨ is T -flat.
Furthermore, for any morphism g : T ′ → T there is an isomorphism
(1Y × g)∗(P∨) ∼= ((1Y × g)∗P)∨
on Y ×T T ′.
Proof. Because, by assumption, P(t) is torsion free on the curve Yt,
for any point y ∈ Yt we have depth(P(t)y) ≥ 1. Because Yt has pure
dimension one, this implies that P(t)y is a maximal Cohen–Macaulay
module over the local Gorenstein ring OYt,y. Hence, by local duality
[11, Cor. 3.5.11], we obtain ExtiYt(P(t),OYt) = 0 for all i > 0. The
claim follows now from Lemma 2.1. 
If the morphism q : X → S satisfies (⋆), we can apply the corollary
to f : Y → T being either projection π1, π2 : X ×S X → X .
In the course of the proof of the following proposition we use the
compactified Picard scheme as it was introduced by A. Altman and
S. Kleiman in [1] and [2]. Let us briefly recall some notation and the
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results we are going to use. Let S be a scheme which is locally of finite
type over k and let q : X → S be a flat and projective morphism,
whose fibres Xs are integral curves. Without the assumption on the
fibres, there are two functors Pic−X|S and Pic
=
X|S defined, which asso-
ciate to any S-scheme the set of all equivalence classes of flat families
of torsion free rank one sheaves, which are, in addition, supposed to be
Cohen-Macaulay on the fibres in the second case. Two such families
are equivalent, if they differ by a twist with the pull-back of an invert-
ible sheaf from the parameter scheme. Because on an integral curve a
torsion free sheaf is automatically Cohen-Macaulay, these two functors
coincide in our situation. We denote them by PicX|S.
A pair (P,F), which consists of an S-scheme P and a finitely pre-
sented sheaf F on X ×S P , which is P -flat and whose restrictions to
fibres of the projection to P are torsion free sheaves of rank one, is said
to represent the functor PicX|S if the following holds: for any S-scheme
T and any T -flat family G of finitely presented torsion free sheaves of
rank one on X ×S T there exists a unique S-morphism f : T → P ,
such that there exists an invertible sheaf A on T and an isomorphism
(1X × f)∗F ∼= G ⊗ q∗TA. By qT we denote here the second projection
X ×S T → T .
In general, the functor PicX|S is not representable by an S-scheme,
because it is not a sheaf in the Zariski topology or in any finer topology.
Therefore, in general, this functor has to be sheafified. The sheafified
functor in the e´tale topology was studied in [1]. However, under the
assumption of the existence of a section σ : S → X of q, which fac-
tors through the smooth locus of q, it was shown in [2], Theorem 3.4
(iii), that the functor PicX|S is a sheaf in the e´tale topology. Actually,
they show it is a sheaf in the finer fppf-topology. Hence, we can ap-
ply [1], Theorems 8.1 and 8.5, to conclude: PicX|S is representable by
an S-scheme, which is the disjoint union of infinitely many projective
S-schemes Pic
n
X|S, which represent the functors Pic
n
X|S. The functor
Pic
n
X|S is the open sub-functor of PicX|S which parametrises sheaves
of degree n on the fibres. All these S-schemes Pic
n
X|S are isomorphic
to each other, because the tensor product with the invertible sheaf
π∗1OX(Σ) defines an isomorphism of functors Pic
n
X|S → Pic
n+1
X|S .
Finally, assuming in addition that all fibres have arithmetic genus
one, in [1], Example 8.9 (iii), it was shown that the functor Pic
−1
X|S is
represented by (X, I∆). Hence, the functor Pic0X|S is represented by
any pair (X, I∆ ⊗ π∗1OX(Σ)⊗ π∗2A), where A is an invertible sheaf on
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X . In particular, if the assumptions (⋆) are satisfied, the pair (X,P)
represents the functor Pic
0
X|S.
If g : T → S is a morphism of schemes, we obtain an isomorphism
of functors Pic
0
X|S ×ST ∼= Pic
0
X×ST |T
. Hence, (X ×S T, (1X × g)∗P)
represents Pic
0
X×ST |T
. Here we used the isomorphism (X×SX)×S T ∼=
(X ×S T )×T (X ×S T ).
Proposition 2.3. Under the assumptions (⋆) there exists a unique
morphism i : X → X of S-schemes such that there exists an invertible
sheaf M on S and an isomorphism of sheaves on X ×S X
(1X × i)∗P ∼= P∨ ⊗ π∗M.
Furthermore, i is compatible with base change, which means the fol-
lowing. If we denote for any morphism g : T → S by ig : X ×S T →
X×S T the map which is defined via universality by ((1X×SX × g)∗P)∨
on (X ×S X)×S T , then ig = i× 1T .
Proof. As seen above, the pair (X,P) represents the functor Pic0X|S.
Because P∨ is π2-flat and, by Corollary 2.2, ψ∗2,x(P∨) ∼= (ψ∗2,x(P))∨
is torsion free and of degree zero, the universality of (X,P) implies
the existence of a unique morphism i : X → X of S-schemes which
satisfies (1X × i)∗P ∼= P∨ ⊗ π∗2A for some invertible sheaf A on X .
Now, consider the Cartesian diagram, where σ1 = (σ ◦ q)× 1X
X
σ1−−−→ X ×S X
q
y pi1y
S
σ−−−→ X
and restrict both sides of the isomorphism above to X via σ1. Because
(1X × i) ◦ σ1 = σ1 ◦ i and π2 ◦ σ1 = 1X , this yields an isomorphism
i∗σ∗1P ∼= σ∗1P∨ ⊗ A. Note that Corollary 2.2 yields an isomorphism
σ∗1(P∨) ∼= (σ∗1P)∨. But σ1 ◦ js = ψ1,σ(s), hence j∗sσ∗1P ∼= ψ∗1,σ(s)P ∼= OXs
by (4), and A must be trivial on the fibres of q. This implies that there
exists an invertible sheaf M on S, such that A ∼= q∗M.
If g : T → S is an arbitrary morphism of schemes, from Corollary
2.2 we obtain (1X×SX × g)∗(P∨) ∼= ((1X×SX × g)∗P)∨. The definition
of i, Pic
0
X×ST |T
∼= Pic0X|S ×ST and the uniqueness of ig imply now the
compatibility with base change. 
Remark 2.4. Suppose, the morphism g in the proposition is given by
a point s ∈ S, considered as a morphism s : Spec(k) → S. Then, the
induced morphism is : Xs → Xs coincides with the morphism i used in
[12], if the reference point p0 is chosen to be equal to σ(s).
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Lemma 2.5. Assuming (⋆), we obtain P∨∨ ∼= P, i2 = 1X and i is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Here, we denote by P(x) the restriction of P to the fibre Xq(x)
of π2 : X ×S X → X over x ∈ X . This is a torsion free sheaf on
a Gorenstein curve, hence local duality applies to prove reflexivity of
P(x). A local calculation shows that the canonical mappings
P(x)→ P∨∨(x)→ P∨(x)∨
and
P(x)→ P(x)∨∨ → P∨(x)∨
coincide. From Corollary 2.2 we know the second arrow in both cases
is an isomorphism. Now, we obtain that the canonical isomorphism
P(x) → P(x)∨∨ is isomorphic to the restriction of the canonical mor-
phism of sheaves P → P∨∨. By Nakayama’s lemma this morphism is
surjective, whence we have an exact sequence
(5) 0→ K → P → P∨∨ → 0.
But, by Corollary 2.2, P∨∨ is π2-flat, hence the restriction of (5) to the
fibre Xq(x) is exact. Reflexivity of P(x) implies K(x) = 0, and using
Nakayama’s lemma again, we obtain K = 0. Hence P is reflexive. The
statement about i2 is now an easy consequence of universality. 
Remark 2.6. It is interesting to observe that the sheaf P is Cohen-
Macaulay, provided the assumptions (⋆) are satisfied and S itself is
Cohen-Macaulay. This follows from [11], Theorem 2.1.7, because P is
Cohen-Macaulay on all fibres as seen in the proof of Corollary 2.2. By
the same reason, X is Cohen-Macaulay if S has this property.
Let q : X → S be a morphism which satisfies the conditions (⋆). We
are going to study several versions of integral transforms FMQ• , defined
by the formula
(6) FMQ•(E•) = Rπ2∗(Q•
L⊗ π∗1(E•)).
If an integral transform FMQ• is an equivalence of categories, it is called
a Fourier-Mukai transform. The object Q• is called the kernel of the
integral transform FMQ• .
Remark 2.7. Because X ×S X is Noetherian and of finite dimension,
the functor π2∗ has finite cohomological dimension. Hence, Rπ2∗ is
way-out in both directions and [20], I §7, allows to define Rπ2∗ for
unbounded complexes. Moreover, π2∗ is proper, hence we obtain
Rπ2∗ : Dcoh(X ×S X)→ Dcoh(X)
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with restrictions D+coh(X ×S X) → D+coh(X),D–coh(X ×S X) → D–coh(X)
and Dbcoh(X ×S X) → Dbcoh(X). Similar remarks apply to the other
projections which we use below. Moreover, from [20], II.5.1, we obtain
an isomorphism
R(π2∗ ◦ π23∗) ∼= Rπ2∗ ◦Rπ23∗
of functors Dcoh(X ×S X ×S X)→ Dcoh(X).
To deal with unbounded complexes when deriving the tensor product
is more difficult, because we normally don’t have a finiteness condition
as above. In [20], II §4, we find a definition of the derived tensor
product
L⊗: D–coh(X)× D–coh(X)→ D–coh(X).
If f : X → Y is a morphism and Y is locally Noetherian, there exists
a derived functor Lf ∗ : D–coh(Y ) → D–coh(X), [20], II §4. It satisfies
L(f ∗g∗) ∼= Lf ∗Lg∗. Moreover, if f has finite Tor-dimension, e.g. if
f is flat, these are available for unbounded complexes with coherent
cohomology. If f : X → Y is arbitrary and F•,G• ∈ D–(Y ), there is
an isomorphism Lf ∗F• L⊗ Lf ∗G• ∼= Lf ∗(F• L⊗ G•), see [20], II §5.
Finally, the projection formula
Rf∗F•
L⊗ G• ∼= Rf∗(F•
L⊗ Lf ∗G•)
is a very important tool in our calculations. In [20], II §5, this isomor-
phism is proved with F• ∈ D–coh(X),G• ∈ D–coh(Y ) and f : X → Y a
quasi-compact morphism of Noetherian schemes of finite dimension.
With this preparation in mind, for any Q• ∈ D–coh(X×SX) it is now
clear that the formula (6) defines a functor
FM−Q• : D
–
coh(X)→ D–coh(X).
If Q• is isomorphic to a bounded complex of coherent π1-flat sheaves
with π2-proper support, it was shown in [14] that the restriction of
FM−Q• is a functor
FMbQ• : D
b
coh(X)→ Dbcoh(X).
See Remark 2.13 for a discussion how to extend the results of [20] and
the definition of FMQ• to unbounded complexes.
Example 2.8. Let L be a line bundle on X and recall that δ : X →
X ×S X denotes the diagonal embedding. In this case, δ∗L is π1-flat.
Because Rπ2∗(δ∗L
L⊗ π∗1E•) ∼= Rπ2∗(δ∗(L ⊗ Lδ∗π∗1E•)) ∼= L ⊗ E•, we
obtain
FM−δ∗L(E•) ∼= L ⊗ E• and FMbδ∗L(E•) ∼= L ⊗ E•.
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Here, we used π2 ◦ δ = 1X = π1 ◦ δ and the projection formula
δ∗L
L⊗ G• ∼= δ∗(L ⊗Lδ∗G•)
with G• = π∗1E•. Note that δ∗ and L ⊗ ( · ) are exact functors. In [20],
II.5.6, this formula is shown for G• ∈ D–coh(X ×S X). Therefore, we
don’t get from [20] the corresponding result for FM+δ∗L or FMδ∗L. See,
however, Remark 2.13.
Observe that FM−Q• commutes with shift functors, that is
FM−Q• ◦[m] ∼= [m] ◦ FM−Q• ∼= FM−Q•[m]
for all m ∈ Z. Moreover, the flat base change theorem implies for
any flat S-morphism f : X → X that there exists an isomorphism of
functors
f ∗ ◦ FM−Q• ∼= FM−(1X×f)∗Q• .
In the following lemmas we collected less obvious properties of integral
transforms, which are needed in the proof of our main result below.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose S is of finite type over k, let q : X → S be a flat
and proper morphism of schemes and η : Y → X a closed subscheme.
Suppose ζ : Z → X is a closed subscheme such that the diagram
Y ×S Z η×ζ−−−→ X ×S X
pr1
y pi1y
Y
η−−−→ X
is Cartesian, e.g. Z = q−1(q(Y )). Suppose Q• ∈ D–coh(X ×S X) and
denote its derived restriction by R• = L(η × ζ)∗Q•. Then, there is an
isomorphism of functors D–coh(Y )→ D–coh(X)
FM−Q• ◦η∗ ∼= ζ∗ ◦ FM−R• .
Proof. In the commutative diagram
(7)
Y
pr1←−−− Y ×S Z pr2−−−→ Z
η
y η×ζy ζy
X
pi1←−−− X ×S X pi2−−−→ X
the left square is Cartesian by assumption. Because π1 and, hence,
pr1 are flat, from this Cartesian diagram we obtain an isomorphism of
functors
(8) π∗1 ◦ η∗ ∼= (η × ζ)∗ ◦ pr∗1.
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The four functors involved in the isomorphism (8) are exact, hence they
coincide with their derived versions. Using that closed embeddings are
proper, we obtain that (8) is an isomorphism of functors D–coh(Y ) →
D–coh(X ×S X).
Because the schemes considered here are of finite dimension, and
because η×ζ is affine, which implies exactness of (η×ζ)∗, the projection
formula gives a functorial isomorphism
(9) Q• L⊗ (η × ζ)∗F• ∼= (η × ζ)∗(L(η × ζ)∗Q•
L⊗ F•)
with F• ∈ D–coh(Y ×S Z) and Q• ∈ D–coh(X ×S X).
Finally, from commutativity of the right hand square in the diagram
(7) together with exactness of the functors ζ∗ and (η × ζ)∗ we gain an
isomorphism of functors D–coh(Y ×S Z)→ D–coh(X)
(10) Rπ2∗ ◦ (η × ζ)∗ ∼= ζ∗ ◦Rpr2∗.
Putting these observations together, we obtain the desired isomor-
phism, which is functorial in E• ∈ D–coh(Y ).
FM−Q(η∗E•) ∼= Rπ2∗(Q•
L⊗ π∗1η∗E•)
∼= Rπ2∗(Q•
L⊗ (η × ζ)∗pr∗1E•) using (8)
∼= Rπ2∗((η × ζ)∗(L(η × ζ)∗Q•
L⊗ pr∗1E•)) using (9)
∼= ζ∗Rpr2∗(R•
L⊗ pr∗1E•) using (10)
∼= ζ∗(FM−R•(E•)).

As a corollary, we obtain a useful and probably well-known result, a
version of which can be found in [14], Lemma 6.1.
Corollary 2.10. Suppose S is of finite type over k, s ∈ S and q : X →
S is flat and projective. Let Q• ∈ D–coh(X ×S X) and denote by Q•s :=
L(js× js)∗Q• its derived restriction. Then, there is an isomorphism of
functors D–coh(Xs)→ D–coh(X)
js∗ ◦ FM−Q•s ∼= FM−Q• ◦js∗.
Proof. This follows with Y = Z = Xs and ζ = η = js from Lemma
2.9. 
Lemma 2.11. Let S be of finite type over k, X connected and reduced
and q : X → S a flat, projective morphism. If Q• ∈ Dbcoh(X ×S X) is
such that FM−Q•(k(x))
∼= k(x) for all points x ∈ X, there exists a line
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bundle L on X such that Q• ∼= δ∗L. This implies FM−Q•(E•) ∼= E•⊗L,
functorial in E• ∈ D–coh(X).
Proof. By assumption, we know FM−Q•(k(x)) = Rπ2∗(Q•
L⊗ π∗1k(x))∼= Rπ2∗ψ1,x∗Lψ∗1,xQ• ∼= jq(x)∗Lψ∗1,xQ• is isomorphic to k(x). Hence,
Lψ∗1,xQ• is a sheaf for all points x ∈ X . From [8], Lemma 4.3 we
deduce now that Q• is a coherent sheaf Q on X ×S X which is π1-flat.
In particular, Lψ∗1,xQ• ∼= ψ∗1,xQ ∼= k(x).
Because q is projective, there is a q-very ample line bundle A on X
and π∗2A is π1-ample. For large positive m the canonical mapping
(11) π∗1π1∗(Q⊗ π∗2A⊗m)→ Q⊗ π∗2A⊗m
is surjective and Rjπ1∗(Q⊗ π∗2A⊗m) = 0 for any j > 0.
From Hj(ψ∗1,x(Q⊗ π∗2A⊗m)) ∼= Hj(ψ∗1,xQ⊗ j∗q(x)A⊗m) ∼= Hj(k(x) ⊗
j∗q(x)A⊗m) ∼= Hj(k(x)), we obtain
hj(ψ∗1,x(Q⊗ π∗2A⊗m)) =
{
1 if j = 0,
0 if j 6= 0.
Hence, B := π1∗(Q⊗π∗2A⊗m) is locally free of rank one onX . Therefore,
from (11) we obtain a surjection
(12) OX×SX → Q⊗ π∗1B∨ ⊗ π∗2A⊗m.
Again, ψ∗1,x(Q⊗π∗1B∨⊗π∗2A⊗m) ∼= k(x), which implies the existence of a
unique S-morphism ϕ : X → Hilb1(X | S) such that (12) is isomorphic
to the pull-back (1X×ϕ)∗(OX×Hilb1(X|S) → U) of the universal quotient.
But, by [1], Lemma 8.7, Hilb1(X | S) is represented by (X,O∆), hence
ϕ : X → X satisfies (ϕ×1X)∗O∆ ∼= Q⊗ π∗1B∨⊗ π∗2A⊗m. Because (12)
restricted to the fibre of π1 over x is the canonical map OXq(x) → k(x),
we must have ϕ = 1X . Hence, Q ∼= O∆ ⊗ π∗2(B ⊗ A⊗−m). With
L := B ⊗A⊗−m the claim now follows. 
Our main focus is on the integral transform whose kernel is the π1-
flat sheaf P on X ×S X , which was defined in (1). In this case, we
actually obtain a functor
FMP : Dcoh(X)→ Dcoh(X).
This follows because P ⊗π∗1( · ) is an exact functor and, as seen before,
Rπ2∗ is defined for unbounded complexes. Moreover, the restriction to
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the full sub-categories Dbcoh(X),D
+
coh(X) and D
–
coh(X) define functors
FMbP : D
b
coh(X)→ Dbcoh(X)
FM+P : D
+
coh(X)→ D+coh(X)
FM−P : D
–
coh(X)→ D–coh(X).
In the definition of all of them, the derived tensor product is the ordi-
nary one, because P is π1-flat.
Theorem 2.12. If the assumptions (⋆) hold,
FM−P : D
–
coh(X)→ D–coh(X) and FMbP : Dbcoh(X)→ Dbcoh(X)
are equivalences.
Proof. A standard calculation, see [25, 14, 6], shows
FM−P ◦ FM−P ∼= FM−Q′• and FMbP ◦ FMbP ∼= FMbQ′• ,
where πij : X ×SX×SX → X ×SX denote the projections and Q′• ∼=
Rπ13∗(π
∗
12P ⊗π∗23P) in both cases. All the necessary relations between
derived functors, which are needed to calculate Q′•, are contained in
[20], II §5, provided we deal with complexes which are bounded above.
The main ingredient, which is not provided by [20] for complexes which
are bounded below or unbounded is the projection formula, see Remark
2.13.
Observe that Q′• is an object of Dbcoh(X ×S X) and that the tensor
product is the usual one, because P is π1-flat. With
Q• := (1X × i)∗Q′•[1] ∈ Dbcoh(X ×S X)
we obtain
[1] ◦ i∗ ◦ FM−P ◦ FM−P ∼= FM−Q•
and the same for FMb. Our strategy is now to show FM−Q•(k(x))
∼=
k(x) for all x ∈ X . This enables us to calculate Q• with the aid of
Lemma 2.11, hence gives us FMbQ• as well. By Corollary 2.10, we have
FM−Q• ◦js∗ ∼= [1] ◦ i∗ ◦ FM−P ◦ FM−P ◦js∗ ∼= [1] ◦ js∗ ◦ i∗s ◦ FM−Ps ◦ FM−Ps for
all s ∈ S. Now, because P is π1-flat and q is flat by assumption, the
sheaf P is π-flat as well. Hence, the derived restriction Ps to the fibre
of π over s ∈ S coincides with the usual restriction (js× js)∗P. By (2),
Remark 2.4 and [12], Remark 2.17, we see that [12] applied to the curve
Xs studies the functor F := [1]◦FMbPs . This implies that [12], Theorem
2.18 gives an isomorphism i∗s ◦ FMbPs ◦ FMbPs ◦[1] ∼= 1. Therefore, we
obtain
(13) FMbQ• ◦js∗ ∼= js∗.
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Hence, FM−Q•(k(x))
∼= FMbQ•(k(x)) ∼= k(x) for all x ∈ X , and Lemma
2.11 implies the existence of a line bundle L on X such that Q• ∼= δ∗L.
Example 2.8 implies now FM−Q•(E•) ∼= E•⊗L and FMbQ•(E•) ∼= E•⊗L.
With E• = js∗OXs and using (13), we see that L is trivial along the
fibres of q : X → S, hence L ∼= q∗N with some line bundleN on S. The
functor TN , which is the tensor product with q
∗N , is an equivalence on
Dbcoh(X) and on D
–
coh(X) and it commutes with i
∗ and the shift functor
[−1]. Therefore,
FM−P ◦ FM−P ∼= TN ◦ i∗ ◦ [−1],
which is an equivalence. The same statement is true for FMb. This
implies FM−P and FM
b
P are equivalences as well. 
Remark 2.13. The results, which are collected in Remark 2.7 have
been sufficient to prove that FM−P and FM
b
P are equivalences. However,
if we like to extend this result to FM+P or FMP , we need a definition of
the derived tensor product, a formula for L(f ∗g∗) and the projection
formula for unbounded complexes. With the exception of the projec-
tion formula, this was provided by Spaltenstein [27]. A proof of the
projection formula can be found in Lipman’s notes [23], Section 3.9. He
deduces it from the classical version by using homological compatibility
of Rf∗ and lim−→.
The projection formula was used to show FMP ◦ FMP ∼= FMQ′• in the
proof of Theorem 2.12. It is also used in the proof of FMδ∗L(E•) ∼= E•⊗
L and to show that f ∗ FMQ′•(E•) ∼= FM(1X×f)∗Q′•(E•) for unbounded
complexes E• and flat morphisms f .
Because [23] is not yet available in final form, we confine ourselves
to state the following extension of Theorem 2.12 in this remark only:
FM+P : D
+
coh(X)→ D+coh(X) and FMP : Dcoh(X)→ Dcoh(X)
are equivalences of categories. The proof is the same as for the case of
bounded above complexes, but is uses the results from [23].
Remark 2.14. In [4], Theorem 2.8, it is claimed that FMbP is an auto-
equivalence of the derived category Dbcoh(X), provided X is a smooth
K3 surface which is elliptically fibred over S = P1. We are not able
to understand all details of that proof. To be more specific, in our
notation, the authors argue that the square FMbQ• = FM
b
P ◦ FMbP of
the relative Fourier-Mukai functor is isomorphic to the composition of
the tensor product with the shift of a certain line bundle L and an
equivalence induced by the involution i of the variety X . The authors
show that the complex Q• has cohomology only in degree one and
construct a map f : H1(Q•)→ ζ∗(L), where ζ = 1X×i : X → X×SX .
For a sheaf H on X×SX and z ∈ X×SX let us denote its fibre over z
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by H(z) := H⊗k(z). In [4] it is shown that the induced map on fibres:
f(z) : H1(Q•)(z) −→ ζ∗(L)(z) is an isomorphism for all z ∈ X ×S X .
This would be enough to prove that H1(Q•) is isomorphic to ζ∗(L), if
it was known that H1(Q•) is a sheaf of OΓ-modules, where Γ = ζ(X)
is the graph of i. However, we do not see an easy argument to show
this.
3. Fourier-Mukai transform and Grothendieck duality
In this section we study the relationship between duality and the rel-
ative Fourier-Mukai transform FMP which was studied in the previous
section. We shall use Grothendieck-Verdier duality to prove our result,
which describes the composition of the Fourier-Mukai transform with
a functor of the type RHom( · ,L). A corollary of our result can be
formulated as a kind of twisted compatibility with a dualising functor,
but only if we assume the scheme S to be Gorenstein. As a special
case, we recover [12], Theorem 6.11.
The derived functor ofHomX( · , · ) is defined by replacing the second
argument with an injective resolution. The result are bi-functors
RHomX( · , · ) : D–coh(X)× D+coh(X)→ D+coh(X) and
RHomX( · , · ) : Dcoh(X)× Dbcoh(X)fid → Dcoh(X),
where Dbcoh(X)fid denotes the full subcategory of D
b
coh(X) consisting
of complexes with finite injective dimension, see [20], II.3.3. If F• ∈
D–coh(X),G• ∈ D+coh(X) and L is a locally free sheaf on X , by [20],
II.5.16, we have a functorial isomorphism
RHomX(F•,G• ⊗L) ∼= RHomX(F•,G•)⊗ L.
Because we allow X and S to be singular, we cannot expect that
the functor RHomX( · ,OX) : D–coh(X) → D+coh(X) sends Dbcoh(X) to
Dbcoh(X). This would be true, if we supposed S to be Gorenstein, but
not in general. This forces us to carefully check the availability in the
case of unbounded complexes of standard results like the base change
theorem and the projection formula. Throughout this section, we need
to use the projection formula only in the form in which it was presented
in [20].
In addition to the statements collected in Remark 2.7, which are
established in [20], we need the projection formula
Rf∗(F•)
L⊗ G ∼= Rf∗(F•
L⊗ f ∗G)
in the following situation: f : X → Y is a flat and proper morphism
of Noetherian schemes of finite dimension, F• ∈ D+coh(X) and G is a
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locally free sheaf on Y . In this case, · ⊗G and · ⊗f ∗G are both exact.
The expressions on both sides are defined by replacing F• with an
injective resolution. The usual projection formula for sheaves provides
the morphism and with the way-out technique from [20], I.7.1 (ii), it
follows that we obtained an isomorphism.
In addition to these standard formulas, we shall need in our proof
of Theorem 3.2 an isomorphism, which is provided in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a scheme which is of finite type over k and
let f : Y → T be a projective and flat morphism whose fibres are
Gorenstein curves. Suppose P ∈ Coh(Y ) is a T -flat sheaf, which is
torsion free on fibres. Then there exists an isomorphism in D+coh(Y )
RHomY (P ⊗ f ∗E•,O) ∼= P∨ ⊗ f ∗RHomT (E•,O),
which is functorial in E• ∈ D–coh(T ).
Proof. The assumptions allow us to apply Corollary 2.2 to obtain flat-
ness of P∨ over T and ExtiY (P,O) = 0 for i > 0.
For any open subset U ⊂ T we have a Cartesian diagram
YU
jU−−−→ YyfU yf
U
iU−−−→ T.
We denote PU := j∗U(P) and observe P∨U ∼= j∗U (P∨). For any open
U ⊂ T we study the two functors
AU := RHomYU (PU ⊗ f ∗U( · ),OYU ) and
BU := P∨U ⊗ f ∗URHomU( · ,OU).
Because P is supposed to be T -flat, PU is U -flat and the functor PU ⊗
f ∗U( · ) is exact. From [20], I §7, it is, therefore, clear that both functors
AU and BU are contravariant way-out right ∂-functors. Because the
sheaf Exti(F ,G) is coherent for any i and arbitrary coherent sheaves
F ,G, it follows from [20], II.7.3, that we have
AU ,BU : D
–
coh(U)→ D+coh(YU).
Our main aim is to show AT ∼= BT . We are going to apply the lemma
on way-out functors [20], Prop. I.7.1. This requires that we have well-
defined natural transformations ηU : AU → BU for any open U ⊂ T
and a compatibility between them. For any E• ∈ D–coh(U) we define
ηU(E•) : AU(E•)→ BU (E•)
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as follows. We choose a resolution by injective quasi-coherent sheaves
OU → I•U . Because fU is flat, OYU ∼= f ∗UOU → f ∗uI•U is still a quasi-
isomorphism. Let now OYU → J •U be an injective resolution. The
Comparison Theorem (see e.g. [29], 2.3.7) implies that OYU → J •U fac-
tors through f ∗UOU → f ∗uI•U , so that we obtain two quasi-isomorphisms
OYU → f ∗UI•U → J •U .
By the construction of derived functors, there are natural isomor-
phisms AU(E•) ∼= P∨U ⊗ f ∗UHomU(E•, I•U) and BU(E•) ∼= HomYU (PU ⊗
f ∗UE•,J •U), such that the choice of a different resolution leads to the
isomorphism which is obtained by composing the above with the map
which is induced by the unique homotopy equivalence between the reso-
lutions. We define ηU(E•) to be the composition of these isomorphisms
with the following morphisms:
P∨U ⊗ f ∗UHomU(E•, I•U)yη1
P∨U ⊗HomYU (f ∗UE•, f ∗UI•U)yη2
P∨U ⊗HomYU (f ∗UE•,J •U)yη3
HomYU (PU ⊗ f ∗UE•,J •U).
The morphism η2 is induced by the quasi-isomorphism f
∗
UI•U → J •U .
The morphisms η1 and η3 are the canonical ones, see for example [19],
0I 4.4.6 and 5.4.2. All these maps are natural with respect to E• ∈
D–coh(U). Although, η1, η2 and η3 are homomorphisms of complexes of
OYU -modules, we are interested in ηU(E•) as a morphism in D+coh(YU)
only. As such, it does not depend on the choice of the resolutions I•U
and J •U . This follows from the Comparison Theorem and the fact that
homotopy equivalent morphisms coincide as morphisms in the derived
category.
An important tool in our proof will be the following compatibil-
ity. If U ⊂ T is an open subset, there exist isomorphisms of functors
D–coh(T )→ D+coh(YU)
AU ◦ i∗U ∼= j∗U ◦ AT and BU ◦ i∗U ∼= j∗U ◦ BT
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such that the diagram
(14)
AU(i
∗
U (E•))
ηU (i
∗
U (E
•))−−−−−−→ BU (i∗U(E•))y∼= y∼=
j∗UAT (E•)
j∗
U
(ηT (E•))−−−−−−→ j∗UBT (E•)
is commutative. This follows from our definition, because j∗U ◦ f ∗U =
f ∗U ◦ i∗U , as well as i∗UHomT (F•,G•) = HomU(i∗UF•, i∗UG•) and because
the definition of η does not depend on the choice of resolutions, as
observed above.
Next, we prove for any open U ⊂ T that ηU(OU) is an isomorphism
in D+coh(YU). Because ExtiU(OU ,OU) = 0 for all i > 0, the complex
RHomU(OU ,OU) is isomorphic to the sheaf OU concentrated in degree
zero. Hence, AU(OU) ∼= P∨U . On the other hand, ExtiY (P,OY ) = 0
for all i > 0 implies BU(OU ) ∼= Hom(PU ,OU) = P∨U . By definition,
ηU(OU) is the composition of the top row in the commutative diagram
P∨U ⊗ f ∗UI•U −−−→
η2◦η1
P∨U ⊗J •U −−−→
η3
HomYU (PU ,J •U)x x x
P∨U P∨U HomYU (PU ,OYU ).
Because the functor P∨U ⊗ f ∗U( · ) is exact, the first vertical arrow is a
quasi-isomorphism. The third vertical arrow is a quasi-isomorphism
as well, because ExtiY (P,OY ) = 0 for all i > 0. Hence, ηU(OU) is a
quasi-isomorphism. Because AU ,BU and ηU are compatible with finite
direct sums, ηU(O⊕kU ) is an isomorphism in D+coh(YU) for all k ≥ 1.
If E is now an arbitrary locally free sheaf of finite rank on T , using
diagram (14) we obtain that there exists an open covering of T such that
j∗U(ηT (E)) is an isomorphism for any open set U ⊂ T in this covering.
This implies that ηT (E) is an isomorphism. The same statement is
true for ηU(E) if E is a locally free coherent sheaf on an arbitrary open
subset U ⊂ T . Because on any quasi-projective open subset U ⊂ T ,
any coherent sheaf has a resolution by coherent locally free sheaves,
[20], Prop. I.7.1 (iv), implies that ηU(E) is an isomorphism if E is an
arbitrary coherent sheaf on a quasi-projective open subset U ⊂ T .
We assumed T to be of finite type over k. This implies that there
exists an open affine cover of T by quasi-projective schemes. As before,
using the diagram (14), we obtain that ηT (E) is an isomorphism for any
coherent sheaf E on T . The claim follows now from the lemma on way-
out functors [20], I.7.1. 
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Grothendieck-Verdier duality can be formulated in the following way
(see [20, 15]): if f : X → Y is a proper morphism between schemes
which are of finite type over k, there exists a functor
f ! : D+coh(Y )→ D+coh(X),
such that there is an isomorphism
Rf∗RHomX(F•, f !G•) ∼= RHomY (Rf∗F•,G•),
which is functorial in both arguments F• ∈ D–qc(X) and G• ∈ D+coh(Y ).
On the other hand, an object I• ∈ Dbcoh(Y ) of finite injective dimension
is called a dualising complex, if the functor DY := RHomY ( · , I•)
satisfies DY ◦DY ∼= 1 on the category Dcoh(Y ). Such a dualising complex
exists on any scheme Y which is of finite type over k. An important
feature of the functor f ! is that it respects the property of a complex to
be dualising. Hence, the functor DX := RHomX( · , f !I•) is dualising
and the duality theorem implies
Rf∗ ◦ DX ∼= DY ◦Rf∗.
If I• is a dualising complex on Y , for any integer n and any invertible
sheaf L on Y , the complex I•[n] ⊗ L is a dualising complex as well.
Up to such changes, dualising complexes are unique. The notation DY
must be used with care, because such a functor depends on the choice
of a dualising complex on Y , but only up to a shift and a twist by an
invertible sheaf.
In order to apply the duality theorem, it is important to be able to
calculate f !. This is particularly easy in the special case of a Cohen-
Macaulay morphism. If Y is of finite type over k and f : X → Y
is a projective Cohen-Macaulay morphism whose fibres are of pure
dimension n, we have for any F• ∈ D+coh(Y ) by [15], Theorem 4.3.2:
f !F• ∼= ωf [n]
L⊗ f ∗F•.
Here we denoted by ωf the relative dualising sheaf, which is a coherent
Y -flat sheaf on X and which satisfies ωf [n] ∼= f !OY , see [15], Theo-
rem 3.5.1. This sheaf is locally free if and only if the morphism f is
Gorenstein. The sheaf ωf is compatible with base-change ([15], The-
orem 3.6.1). This implies that its restriction to fibres is the dualising
sheaf on the fibre. In particular, if f is a proper Gorenstein morphism
all fibres of which have trivial dualising sheaf and if Y is reduced, then
ωf ∼= f ∗A
with an invertible sheaf A on Y .
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In the formulation of the following theorem we use notation from
Section 2. If q : X → S satisfies the assumptions (⋆), there exists an
invertible sheafA on S such that ωq ∼= q∗A. The sheaf P onX×SX was
defined in (1) andM is the sheaf introduced in Proposition 2.3, which
satisfies (1X×i)∗P ∼= P∨⊗π∗M. Finally, L denotes an invertible sheaf
on S. Note that the functor RHomX( · , q∗L) is a dualising functor on
X only if X is Gorenstein. This case is considered in Corollary 3.3.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose S,X and q : X → S satisfy condition (⋆)
from Section 2. Then, there exists an isomorphism in D+coh(X), which
is functorial in E• ∈ D–coh(X):
RHomX(FM−P(E•), q∗L) ∼= i∗ FM+P(RHomX(E•, q∗L))⊗q∗(M∨⊗A)[1]
Proof. By definition, we have
RHomX(FM−P(E•), q∗L) ∼= RHomX(Rπ2∗(P ⊗ π∗1E•), q∗L)
and apply Grothendieck-Verdier duality to obtain
∼= Rπ2∗RHomX×SX(P ⊗ π∗1E•, π!2q∗L).
Using [15], Theorem 3.6.1, we see
π!2q
∗L ∼= ωpi2[1]⊗ π∗2q∗L ∼= π∗1ωq[1]⊗ π∗2q∗L ∼= π∗(A⊗L)[1].
Therefore, the above is isomorphic to
Rπ2∗
(
RHomX×SX(P ⊗ π∗1E•,OX×SX)⊗ π∗(A⊗ L)[1]
)
.
Applying Lemma 3.1 and using π∗L ∼= π∗1q∗L, we see that this is func-
torially isomorphic to
Rπ2∗
(P∨ ⊗ π∗1RHomX(E•, q∗L)⊗ π∗A)[1].
Now we use π∗A ∼= π∗2q∗A, π1 ◦ (1X × i) = π1 and P∨ ∼= (1X ×
i)∗P ⊗ π∗M∨ with M being the invertible sheaf on S introduced in
Proposition 2.3. This allows us to write the above expression as
Rπ2∗
(
(1X × i)∗P ⊗ (1X × i)∗π∗1RHomX(E•, q∗L)⊗ π∗2q∗(M∨⊗A)
)
[1].
Finally, we apply the projection formula, followed byRπ2∗◦(1X×i)∗ ∼=
i∗ ◦Rπ2∗, which is base-change with the isomorphism i, and obtain the
desired isomorphism
Rπ2∗
(
(1X × i)∗(P ⊗ π∗1RHomX(E•, q∗L))
)⊗ q∗(M∨ ⊗A)[1]
∼= i∗ FM+P(RHomX(E•, q∗L))⊗ q∗(M∨ ⊗A)[1].

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Corollary 3.3. In addition to the notation and assumptions of The-
orem 3.2, suppose S is Gorenstein and connected. Then, there exist
isomorphism
DX ◦ FM−P ∼= [1] ◦ TM∨⊗A ◦ i∗ ◦ FM+P ◦DX and
DX ◦ FMbP ∼= [1] ◦ TM∨⊗A ◦ i∗ ◦ FMbP ◦DX ,
where TM∨⊗A denotes the tensor product functor with the locally free
sheaf q∗(M∨ ⊗ A) and DX is a dualising functor on X of the form
RHomX(−, q∗L), with an invertible sheaf L on S.
Proof. Because the scheme S and the morphism q are Gorenstein, the
scheme X is Gorenstein as well. Hence, any shift of a locally free sheaf
on X is a dualising complex. In particular, for any locally free sheaf
L on S, the functor RHomX(−, q∗L) is dualising on X . The claim is
just a reformulation of the theorem. The statement involving FMbP is
obtained by restricting the other one, because X is Gorenstein, hence
DX : D
b
coh(X)→ Dbcoh(X). 
In the special case S = Spec(k), the invertible sheaves M and A are
automatically trivial, so that TM∨⊗A ∼= 1. Because any irreducible pro-
jective curve of arithmetic genus one is automatically Gorenstein with
trivial canonical sheaf, we obtain the following corollary, which gener-
alises Mukai’s result [25], (3.8). We denote DE = RHomE(−,OE).
Corollary 3.4. If E is an irreducible projective curve of arithmetic
genus one, then:
DE ◦ FM−P ∼= [1] ◦ i∗ ◦ FM+P ◦DE and
DE ◦ FMbP ∼= [1] ◦ i∗ ◦ FMbP ◦DE.
This is a generalisation of [12], Theorem 6.11. To see this, recall
that we studied in [12] the functor F := [1] ◦ FMbP . Moreover, for any
coherent torsion sheaf F we called M(F) = Ext1(F ,O) the Matlis dual
of F . Note that we have Exti(F ,O) = 0 for such F and i 6= 1. This
implies DE(F) ∼= M(F)[−1]. For any semi-stable torsion free sheaf E
of degree zero on E we have shown in [12], Theorem 6.11, that there
is an isomorphism M(F(E)) ∼= i∗F(E∨). Now, observe that we have
Exti(E ,O) = 0 for any torsion free sheaf E on E and all i > 0. Hence,
DE(E) ∼= E∨. Corollary 3.4 together with DE ◦ [−1] ∼= [1] ◦ DE gives,
therefore,
M(F(E)) ∼= DE(F(E))[1] ∼= DE(FMbP(E)) ∼= i∗ FMbP(DE(E))[1]
∼= i∗F(DE(E)) ∼= i∗F(E∨).
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4. Applications
The purpose of this section is to show through simple examples how
the results of the previous sections can be used to explicitly construct
interesting families of sheaves. In order to be able to study sheaves
on the fibres, we need the following compatibility of Fourier-Mukai
transforms with restriction functors.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose q : X → S satisfies condition (⋆) from Section
2, let s : Spec(k)→ S be an arbitrary point and denote by is : Xs → X
the embedding of the fibre of q over s. Let P be the sheaf (1) on X×SX.
By Ps we denote its restriction to Xs ×Xs. If E is an S-flat coherent
sheaf on X, there exists an isomorphism
(15) Li∗s FM
b
P(E) ∼= FMbPs i∗s(E).
Moreover, if FMbPs i
∗
s(E) is a sheaf for all s ∈ S, FMbP(E) is an S-flat
sheaf on X and we can replace Li∗s by i
∗
s in this formula.
Proof. Because E and P are both S-flat, the sheaf P ⊗ π∗1E is π2-flat
as well. Hence, we have a base-change isomorphism (see [24], II §5)
Li∗sRπ2∗(P ⊗ π∗1E) ∼= Rp2∗(is × is)∗(P ⊗ π∗1E),
which implies (15). The final statement follows from [8], Lemma 4.3.

We conclude this article by presenting two examples of fibrewise
semi-stable torsion free sheaves on an elliptic fibration X → S. The
main idea of the construction is to apply the relative Fourier-Mukai
transform FMbP to an S-flat family of torsion sheaves on X . The result
is a flat family of semi-stable torsion free sheaves. This is a special
case of the spectral cover construction [17, 16]. Moreover, using our
previous results about Fourier-Mukai transforms on Weierstraß cubics
[12], we are able to describe explicitly the restriction onto the singular
fiber in terns of e´tale coverings of nodal cubic curves.
Let X ⊂ P2 × A1 be the family of irreducible cubics, defined by the
polynomial
Ft(x, y, z) = y
2z − x3 − x2z − t(1− t)xz2 + t2z3,
where (x : y : z) are homogeneous coordinates on P2 and t is an affine
coordinate on A1. The discriminant of this family is a polynomial
in t of degree six which vanishes at t = 0. The general fibre of the
projection X → A1 is smooth. The fibre X0 over t = 0 is given by the
polynomial y2z − x3 − x2z, hence is an irreducible cubic with a node
at (x : y : z) = (0 : 0 : 1). This family has a section σ : A1 → X , which
is given by σ(t) = ((0 : 1 : 0), t) ∈ X .
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Example 4.2. For any λ ∈ k×, we denote by Cλ the intersection of X
with the surface which is given in P2 × A1 by the equation
(1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x = 0.
We first study the case λ 6= −1. In this case, Cλ is disjoint to the set
where z = 0. Therefore, it is sufficient to work on the affine set z 6= 0,
where the curve Cλ is defined by the ideal
Iλ = 〈(1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x, y2 − x3 − x2 − t(1− t)x+ t2〉.
If t ∈ k is arbitrary, the module k[x, y]/Iλ is of length three. For
generic t it consists of three simple points. Note that the sheaf OCλ is
flat over A1, because t is not a zero-divisor of k[x, y, t]/Iλ.
The fibre of OCλ over t = 0 is given by the ideal
〈(1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x, y2 − x3 − x2〉
=
〈
(1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x, x2
(
4λ
(1 + λ)2
+ x
)〉
⊂ k[x, y].
Thus, the support of i∗0OCλ consists of the two points (0 : 0 : 1) and
(4λ(1+λ) : 4λ(1−λ) : −(1+λ)3) in P2. At the second of them, i∗0OCλ
is of length one. In order to understand i∗0OCλ at the singular point,
we look at the completion M̂ at the point (x, y) = (0, 0) of
M = k[x, y]/
〈
(1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x, x2 (4λ+ (1 + λ)2x)〉 .
As we always assume λ 6= 0, the factor behind x is a unit in R̂ =
k[[x, y]]/〈y2−x2−x3〉, hence M̂ = k[[x, y]]/ 〈(1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x, x2〉.
If we let x˜ := x
√
1 + x ∈ R̂ and define ξ = x˜− y, η = x˜+ y, we obtain
an isomorphism R̂ ∼= k[[ξ, η]]/〈ξη〉.
Note that
√
1 + x = 1 + x/2 − x2/8 + . . ., as given by the binomial
series, is a unit in R̂. Because x˜− x ∈ 〈x2〉 ⊆ R̂ and x2 = 0 in M̂ , we
obtain in M̂
λη − ξ = λ(y + x˜) + y − x˜ = (1 + λ)y − (1− λ)x = 0.
This implies M̂ ∼= R̂/〈λη − ξ〉. Using the notation from [12], §4, this
module is identified with the band module M((1, 1), 1, λ) in the clas-
sification of Gelfand and Ponomarev. It has length two, as expected.
The functor F = [1] ◦ FMbP0 was shown in [12] to satisfy F ◦F ∼= i∗[1]
and F(B((1,−1), 1, λ)) ∼= M((1, 1), 1, λ). Here, i is an involution on
X0 and B((1,−1), 1, λ) a semi-stable indecomposable vector bundle of
rank two and degree zero on X0. This implies
FMbP0(i
∗
0OCλ) ∼= B((1,−1), 1, λ)⊕Lλ,
where Lλ is a line bundle on X0 which depends on λ.
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As we have seen above, for generic t ∈ A1 the fibre of Cλ over t con-
sists of three points of length one. This implies that FMbPt(i
∗
tOCλ) is
the direct sum of three line bundles. Using Lemma 4.1, we obtain that
FMbP(OCλ) is a coherent A1-flat sheaf on X , which is the direct sum
of three line bundles on the generic fibre, but which has a direct sum-
mand isomorphic to the indecomposable vector bundle B((1,−1), 1, λ)
if restricted to the singular fibre X0.
In the case λ = −1, the situation is very similar. The main difference
is that the image of the section σ is a component of C−1. On the affine
open set z 6= 0, we obtain I−1 = 〈x, y2 + t2〉 and, for any fixed t ∈ k,
the module k[x, y]/I−1 has length two. This module consists of two
simple points for all t 6= 0. Hence, the component of C−1, which is not
supported at the image of the section σ, is of degree two over A1. The
restriction of this component to the fibreX0 is supported at the singular
point. Its completion is isomorphic to R̂/〈ξ + η〉. This is the band
module M((1, 1), 1,−1) about which we know F(B((1,−1), 1,−1)) ∼=
M((1, 1), 1,−1).
Using Lemma 4.1, this implies that FMbP(OC−1) splits into a direct
sum of two A1-flat families A1 ⊕ A2. The restriction of A1 on each
fibre is trivial. However, A2 is a coherent A1-flat sheaf on X , which
is the direct sum of two line bundles on the generic fibre, but which
is isomorphic to the indecomposable vector bundle B((1,−1), 1,−1) if
restricted to the singular fibre X0.
Example 4.3. In this example we benefit from the special choice of
our family of cubics, which can be written in the form
Ft(x, y, z) = (y
2 − x2)z − (x− tz)(x2 + txz + tz2).
We define C ⊂ P2 × A1 by the two equations
x+ y = 0 and x2 + txz + tz2 = 0.
Clearly, C ⊂ X and the support of C is disjoint to the set given by
z = 0. Therefore, we restrict our attention to the affine open set z 6= 0,
in which C is given by the ideal
I = 〈x+ y, x2 + tx+ t〉 ⊂ k[x, y, t].
For any t ∈ k, the vector space k[x, y]/I is of dimension two. Moreover,
k[x, y, t]/I is a flat k[t]-module, because t is not a zero-divisor of it.
Hence, the sheaf OC is a flat family of torsion sheaves of length two.
For generic t, this module is supported at two distinct points whose
coordinates (x, y) = (x,−x) satisfy x2 + tx+ t = 0.
The fibre of OC over t = 0 is isomorphic to the module
M = k[x, y]/〈x+ y, x2〉
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over the ring R = k[x, y]/〈y2 − x2 − x3〉, and is supported at (x, y) =
(0, 0) only. Using x˜ = x
√
1 + x ∈ R̂ and ξ = x˜− y, η = x˜+ y as before,
we obtain x˜ = x in M̂ , the completion of M at (0, 0). This implies
η = 0 and ξ2 = 4x˜2 = 4x2 = 0 in M̂ , so that we obtain
M̂ ∼= R̂/〈ξ2, η〉.
This module is called a string module in the classification of Gelfand,
Ponomarev and was denoted N (0()1) in [12]. It has length two as
expected. As in the previous example, we use the calculation from
[12], which shows F(S(0,−1)) ∼= N (0()1), where S(0,−1) is a semi-
stable torsion free coherent sheaf of rank two and degree zero on X0.
Therefore, we obtain
FMbP0(i
∗
0OC) ∼= S(0,−1)
and FMbP(OC) is an A1-flat family of coherent sheaves on X whose
general fibre is the direct sum of two line bundles. The restriction to
the singular fibre X0, however, is indecomposable and not locally free.
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